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and pre-Columbian studies.
Ancient Mesoamerican Warfare Kathryn M. Brown 2003-10-07
Collection of articles providing new research on warfare
in ancient Maya and other Mesoamerican societies based
on archaeological, ethnohistorical, and linguistic
evidence
The Archaeology of Political Organization Barbara L.
Stark 2022-01-01 In this volume, Barbara Stark examines
settlement in the coastal plain of lowland Mesoamerica,
which was richly endowed with fertile soil and valued
tropical resources such as jaguars, cacao, avian species
with bright plumage, and cotton. The book provides basic
archaeological data about regional settlement from three
decades of survey research in south-central Veracruz in
the western lower Papaloapan basin, a region with low
density urbanism. The data reveals political and social
change, with consolidation of wealth by elite families
during the Late Classic period. The political analysis
considers archaeological evidence related to several
organizational principles: collective versus autocratic,
corporate versus exclusionary/network, and segmentary
(unspecialized versus specialized). Many variables
related to these principles used by other scholars are
either suited to historically documented states, not
archaeological ones, or ambiguous. Many published
studies either focus on a particular city or use
documents or other evidence drawn from the top of the
settlement hierarchy, characterizing the whole society
politically from a biased sample. This political
analysis is regional in scope and attentive to variation
in the settlement hierarchy, providing a guidepost to
analysis of political principles with archaeological
data.
Visual Culture of the Ancient Americas Esther Pasztory
2017-01-26 In the past fifty years, the study of
indigenous and pre-Columbian art has evolved from a
groundbreaking area of inquiry in the mid-1960s to an
established field of research. This period also spans
the career of art historian Esther Pasztory. Few
scholars have made such a broad and lasting impact as
Pasztory, both in terms of our understanding of specific
facets of ancient American art as well as in our
appreciation of the evolving analytical tendencies
related to the broader field of study as it developed
and matured. The essays collected in this volume reflect
scholarly rigor and new perspectives on ancient American
art and are contributed by many of Pasztory’s former
students and colleagues. A testament to the sheer
breadth of Pasztory's accomplishments, Visual Culture of
the Ancient Americas covers a wide range of topics, from
Aztec picture-writing to nineteenth-century European
scientific illustration of Andean sites in Peru. The
essays, written by both established and rising scholars
from across the field, focus on three areas: the ancient
Andes, including its representation by European
explorers and scholars of the nineteenth century;
Classic period Mesoamerica and its uses within the
cultural heritage debate of the twentieth and twentyfirst centuries; and Postclassic Mesoamerica,
particularly the deeper and heretofore often hidden
meanings of its cultural production. Figures, maps, and

Maya Calendar Origins Prudence M. Rice 2009-02-17 In
Maya Political Science: Time, Astronomy, and the Cosmos,
Prudence M. Rice proposed a new model of Maya political
organization in which geopolitical seats of power
rotated according to a 256-year calendar cycle known as
the May. This fundamental connection between timekeeping
and Maya political organization sparked Rice's interest
in the origins of the two major calendars used by the
ancient lowland Maya, one 260 days long, and the other
having 365 days. In Maya Calendar Origins, she presents
a provocative new thesis about the origins and
development of the calendrical system. Integrating data
from anthropology, archaeology, art history, astronomy,
ethnohistory, myth, and linguistics, Rice argues that
the Maya calendars developed about a millennium earlier
than commonly thought, around 1200 BC, as an outgrowth
of observations of the natural phenomena that scheduled
the movements of late Archaic hunter-gatherer-collectors
throughout what became Mesoamerica. She asserts that an
understanding of the cycles of weather and celestial
movements became the basis of power for early rulers,
who could thereby claim "control" over supernatural
cosmic forces. Rice shows how time became
materialized—transformed into status objects such as
monuments that encoded calendrical or temporal
concerns—as well as politicized, becoming the foundation
for societal order, political legitimization, and
wealth. Rice's research also sheds new light on the
origins of the Popol Vuh, which, Rice believes, encodes
the history of the development of the Mesoamerican
calendars. She also explores the connections between the
Maya and early Olmec and Izapan cultures in the Isthmian
region, who shared with the Maya the cosmovision and
ideology incorporated into the calendrical systems.
Wearing Culture Heather Orr 2013-03-15 Wearing Culture
connects scholars of divergent geographical areas and
academic fields—from archaeologists and anthropologists
to art historians—to show the significance of articles
of regalia and of dressing and ornamenting people and
objects among the Formative period cultures of ancient
Mesoamerica and Central America. Documenting the
elaborate practices of costume, adornment, and body
modification in Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Oaxaca, the Soconusco region of southern Mesoamerica,
the Gulf Coast Olmec region (Olman), and the Maya
lowlands, this book demonstrates that adornment was used
as a tool for communicating status, social
relationships, power, gender, sexuality, behavior, and
political, ritual, and religious identities. Despite
considerable formal and technological variation in
clothing and ornamentation, the early indigenous
cultures of these regions shared numerous practices,
attitudes, and aesthetic interests. Contributors address
technological development, manufacturing materials and
methods, nonfabric ornamentation, symbolic dimensions,
representational strategies, and clothing as evidence of
interregional sociopolitical exchange. Focusing on an
important period of cultural and artistic development
through the lens of costuming and adornment, Wearing
Culture will be of interest to scholars of pre-Hispanic
mesoamerican-architecture-as-a-cultural-symbol
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color plates demonstrate the vibrancy and continued
allure of indigenous artworks from the ancient Americas.
“Pre-Columbian art can give more,” Pasztory declares,
and the scholars featured here make a compelling case
for its incorporation into art theory as a whole. The
result is a collection of essays that celebrates
Pasztory’s central role in the development of the field
of Ancient American visual studies, even as it looks
toward the future of the discipline.
Sculpture and Social Dynamics in Preclassic Mesoamerica
Julia Guernsey 2012-07-23 This book examines the
functions of sculpture during the Preclassic period in
Mesoamerica and its significance in statements of social
identity. Julia Guernsey situates the origins and
evolution of monumental stone sculpture within a broader
social and political context and demonstrates the role
that such sculpture played in creating and
institutionalizing social hierarchies. This book focuses
specifically on an enigmatic type of public, monumental
sculpture known as the "potbelly" that traces its
antecedents to earlier, small domestic ritual objects
and ceramic figurines. The cessation of domestic rituals
involving ceramic figurines along the Pacific slope
coincided not only with the creation of the first
monumental potbelly sculptures, but with the rise of the
first state-level societies in Mesoamerica by the advent
of the Late Preclassic period. The potbellies became
central to the physical representation of new forms of
social identity and expressions of political authority
during this time of dramatic change.
The A to Z of Ancient Mesoamerica Joel W. Palka 2010 The
A to Z of Ancient Mesoamerica covers some of the major
discoveries throughout ancient Mesoamerica from the last
100 years. The results of previous and continuing
research and explorations, plus recent interpretations
of ancient cultures and new work at archaeological sites
in Mesoamerica are summarized here. Included in this
volume are information and insights on archaeological
sites, material culture, social and economic
organization, religion and belief systems, and the
social history of ancient Mesoamerica. The entries
contain geographical, chronological, historical, and
interpretive data that serve as a condensed and
accessible resource of reference material.
Memory Traces Cynthia Kristan-Graham 2015-10-15 In
Memory Traces, art historians and archaeologists come
together to examine the nature of sacred space in
Mesoamerica. Through five well-known and important
centers of political power and artistic invention in
Mesoamerica—Tetitla at Teotihuacan, Tula Grande, the
Mound of the Building Columns at El Tajín, the House of
the Phalli at Chichén Itzá, and Tonina—contributors
explore the process of recognizing and defining sacred
space, how sacred spaces were viewed and used both
physically and symbolically, and what theoretical
approaches are most useful for art historians and
archaeologists seeking to understand these places.
Memory Traces acknowledges that the creation, use,
abandonment, and reuse of sacred space have a strongly
recursive relation to collective memory and meanings
linked to the places in question and reconciles issues
of continuity and discontinuity of memory in ancient
Mesoamerican sacred spaces. It will be of interest to
students and scholars of Mesoamerican studies and
material culture, art historians, architectural
historians, and cultural anthropologists. Contributors:
Laura M. Amrhein, Nicholas P. Dunning, Rex Koontz,
Cynthia Kristan-Graham, Matthew G. Looper, Travis
Nygard, Keith M. Prufer, Matthew H. Robb, Patricia J.
Sarro, Kaylee Spencer, Eric Weaver, Linnea Wren
World Architecture and Society: From Stonehenge to One
World Trade Center [2 volumes] Peter Louis Bonfitto
2021-12-31 This two-volume encyclopedia provides an indepth look at buildings and sites of global significance
throughout history. The volumes are separated into four
mesoamerican-architecture-as-a-cultural-symbol

regional sections: 1) the Americas, 2) Europe, 3) Africa
and the Middle East, and 4) Asia and the Pacific. Four
regional essays investigate the broader stylistic and
historical contexts that describe the development of
architecture through time and across the globe. Entries
explore the unique importance of buildings and sites,
including the megalithic wonder of Stonehenge and the
imposing complex of Angkor Wat. Entries on Spanish
colonial missions in the Americas and the medieval
Islamic universities of the Sahara connect to broader
building traditions. Other entries highlight remarkable
stories of architectural achievement and memory, like
those of Tuskegee University, a site hand-built by
former slaves, or the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park,
which was built at the site of the atomic detonation.
Each entry focuses on the architectural but includes
strong consideration of the social impact, importance,
and significance each structure has had in the past and
in the present.
A Global History of Architecture Mark M. Jarzombek
2011-10-04 Praise for the First Edition "Because of its
exceptionally wide perspective, even architectural
historians who do not teach general survey courses are
likely to enjoy and appreciate it." —Annali
d'architettura "Not only does A Global History of
Architecture own the territory (of world architecture),
it pulls off this audacious task with panache,
intelligence, and—for the most part—grace." —Journal of
the Society of Architectural Historians Revised and
updated—the compelling history of the world's great
architectural achievements Organized along a global
timeline, A Global History of Architecture, Second
Edition has been updated and revised throughout to
reflect current scholarship. Spanning from 3,500 b.c.e.
to the present, this unique guide is written by an allstar team of architectural experts in their fields who
emphasize the connections, contrasts, and influences of
architectural movements throughout history. The
architectural history of the world comes to life through
a unified framework for interpreting and understanding
architecture, supplemented by rich drawings from the
renowned Frank Ching, as well as brilliant photographs.
This new Second Edition: Delivers more coverage of nonWestern areas, particularly Africa, South Asia, South
East Asia, and Pre-Columbian America Is completely redesigned with full-color illustrations throughout
Incorporates additional drawings by Professor Ching,
including new maps with more information and color Meets
the requirements set by the National Architectural
Accrediting Board (NAAB) for "non-Western" architecture
in history education. Offers new connections to a
companion Web site, including Google EarthTM coordinates
for ease of finding sites. Architecture and art
enthusiasts will find A Global History of Architecture,
Second Edition perpetually at their fingertips.
Palaces and Courtly Culture in Ancient Mesoamerica Julie
Nehammer Knub 2014-01-19 This volume collects eight
recent and innovative studies spanning the breadth of
Mesoamerica, from the Early Classic metropolis of
Teotihuacan, to Tenochtitlan, the Late Postclassic
capital of the Aztec, and from the arid central Mexican
highlands in the west to the humid Maya lowlands in the
east.
The Archaeology of Yucatán: New Directions and Data
Travis W. Stanton 2014-10-10 This volume was conceived
to provide a forum for Mexican and foreign scholars to
publish new data and interpretations on the archaeology
of the northern Maya lowlands, specifically the State of
Yucatan.
The Ancient Maya of Mexico Geoffrey E. Braswell
2014-10-14 The archaeological sites of Mexico's Yucatan
peninsula are among the most visited ancient cities of
the Americas. Archaeologists have recently made great
advances in our understanding of the social and
political milieu of the northern Maya lowlands. However,
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such advances have been under-represented in both
scholarly and popular literature until now. 'The Ancient
Maya of Mexico' presents the results of new and
important archaeological, epigraphic, and art historical
research in the Mexican states of Yucatan, Campeche, and
Quintana Roo. Ranging across the Middle Preclassic to
the Modern periods, the volume explores how new
archaeological data has transformed our understanding of
Maya history. 'The Ancient Maya of Mexico' will be
invaluable to students and scholars of archaeology and
anthropology, and all those interested in the society,
rituals and economic organisation of the Maya region.
A Global History of Architecture Francis D. K. Ching
2010-09-09 From ancient Chinese civilization to the
postmodern world Organized along a global timeline, A
Global History of Architecture presents an innovative
approach to the study of architectural history. Spanning
from 3,500 B.C.E. to the present, this unique guide is
written by an all-star team of architectural experts in
their fields who emphasize the connections, contrasts,
and influences of architectural movements throughout
history. The architectural history of the world comes to
life through a unified framework for interpreting and
understanding architecture, supplemented by rich
drawings from the renowned Frank Ching as well as
brilliant photographs. Architecture and art history
enthusiasts will find A Global History of Architecture
perpetually at their fingertips.
Imagining the Fetus Vanessa R Sasson 2009-03-26 In
contemporary Western culture, the word "fetus"
introduces either a political subject or a literal,
medicalized entity. Neither of these frameworks does
justice to the vast array of religious literature and
oral traditions from cultures around the world in which
the fetus emerges as a powerful symbol or metaphor. This
volume presents essays that explore the depiction of the
fetus in the world's major religious traditions, finding
some striking commonalities as well as intriguing
differences. Among the themes that emerge is the
tendency to conceive of the fetus as somehow independent
of the mother's body — as in the case of the Buddha, who
is described as inhabiting a palace while gestating in
the womb. On the other hand, the fetus can also
symbolically represent profound human needs and
emotions, such as the universal experience of
vulnerability. The authors note how the advent of the
fetal sonogram has transformed how people everywhere
imagine the unborn today, giving rise to a narrow range
of decidedly literal questions about personhood, gender,
and disability.
In the Maw of the Earth Monster James E. Brady
2013-04-01 As portals to the supernatural realm that
creates and animates the universe, caves have always
been held sacred by the peoples of Mesoamerica. From
ancient times to the present, Mesoamericans have made
pilgrimages to caves for ceremonies ranging from rituals
of passage to petitions for rain and a plentiful
harvest. So important were caves to the pre-Hispanic
peoples that they are mentioned in Maya hieroglyphic
writing and portrayed in the Central Mexican and Oaxacan
pictorial codices. Many ancient settlements were located
in proximity to caves. This volume gathers papers from
twenty prominent Mesoamerican archaeologists, linguists,
and ethnographers to present a state-of-the-art survey
of ritual cave use in Mesoamerica from Pre-Columbian
times to the present. Organized geographically, the book
examines cave use in Central Mexico, Oaxaca, and the
Maya region. Some reports present detailed site studies,
while others offer new theoretical understandings of
cave rituals. As a whole, the collection validates cave
study as the cutting edge of scientific investigation of
indigenous ritual and belief. It confirms that the
indigenous religious system of Mesoamerica was and still
is much more terrestrially focused that has been
generally appreciated.
mesoamerican-architecture-as-a-cultural-symbol

The Beginnings of Mesoamerican Civilization Robert M.
Rosenswig 2010 Rosenswig proposes that we understand
Early Formative Mesoamerica as an archipelago of complex
societies.
Vital Voids Andrew Finegold 2021-05-11 The Resurrection
Plate, a Late Classic Maya dish, is decorated with an
arresting scene. The Maize God, assisted by two other
deities, emerges reborn from a turtle shell. At the
center of the plate, in the middle of the god’s body and
aligned with the point of emergence, there is a curious
sight: a small, neatly drilled hole. Art historian
Andrew Finegold explores the meanings attributed to this
and other holes in Mesoamerican material culture,
arguing that such spaces were broadly understood as
conduits of vital forces and material abundance,
prerequisites for the emergence of life. Beginning with,
and repeatedly returning to, the Resurrection Plate,
this study explores the generative potential attributed
to a wide variety of cavities and holes in Mesoamerica,
ranging from the perforated dishes placed in Classic
Maya burials, to caves and architectural voids, to the
piercing of human flesh. Holes are also discussed in
relation to fire, based on the common means through
which both were produced: drilling. Ultimately, by
attending to what is not there, Vital Voids offers a
fascinating approach to Mesoamerican cosmology and
material culture.
Mesoamerican Architecture as a Cultural Symbol Jeff Karl
Kowalski 1999 This book considers the ways in which the
built environment in Mesoamerica functioned as a carrier
of cultural meanings. Ancient Mesoamerica - making up
much of present-day Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize, along
with parts of Honduras and El Salvador - witnessed the
development of many regional cultures and the
concentration of peoples in architectural centers such
as La Venta, Monte Alban, Teotihuacan, Mitla, Tula, El
Tajin, Tenochtitlan, Copan, Uxmal, Chichen Itza, and
Tulum.
Unseen Art Claudia Brittenham 2023-01-17 An examination
of how ancient Mesoamerican sculpture was experienced by
its original audiences.
Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and
Medicine in Non-Western Cultures Helaine Selin
2008-03-12 Here, at last, is the massively updated and
augmented second edition of this landmark encyclopedia.
It contains approximately 1000 entries dealing in depth
with the history of the scientific, technological and
medical accomplishments of cultures outside of the
United States and Europe. The entries consist of fully
updated articles together with hundreds of entirely new
topics. This unique reference work includes
intercultural articles on broad topics such as
mathematics and astronomy as well as thoughtful
philosophical articles on concepts and ideas related to
the study of non-Western Science, such as rationality,
objectivity, and method. You’ll also find material on
religion and science, East and West, and magic and
science.
Historical Dictionary of Mesoamerica Walter Robert
Thurmond Witschey 2012 Mesoamerica is one of six major
areas of the world where humans independently changed
their culture from a nomadic hunter-gatherer lifestyle
into settled communities, cities, and civilization. In
addition to China (twice), the Indus Valley, the Fertile
Crescent of southwest Asia, Egypt, and Peru, Mesoamerica
was home to exciting and irreversible changes in human
culture called the "Neolithic Revolution." The changes
included domestication of plants and animals, leading to
agriculture, husbandry, and eventually sedentary village
life. These developments set the stage for the growth of
cities, social stratification, craft specialization,
warfare, writing, mathematics, and astronomy, or what we
call the rise of civilization. These changes forever
transformed humankind. The Historical Dictionary of
Mesoamerica covers the history of Mesoamerica through a
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chronology, an introductory essay, an extensive
bibliography, and over 900 cross-referenced dictionary
entries covering the major peoples, places, ideas, and
events related to Mesoamerica. This book is an excellent
access point for students, researchers, and anyone
wanting to know more about Mesoamerica.
Handbook of Material Culture Chris Tilley 2006-01-26
Provides a critical survey of the theories, concepts,
intellectual debates, substantive domains and traditions
of study characterizing the analysis of things. This
handbook charts an interdisciplinary field of studies
that makes a fundamental contribution to an
understanding of what it means to be human.
Early Mesoamerican Cities Michael Love 2021-07-22
Urbanization is a phenomenon that brings into focus a
range of topics of broad interest to scholars. It is one
of the central, enduring interests of anthropological
archaeology. Because urbanization is a transformational
process, it changes the relationships between social and
cultural variables such as demography, economy,
politics, and ideology. As one of a handful of cases in
the ancient world where cities developed independently,
Mesoamerica should play a major role in the global,
comparative analysis of first-generation cities and
urbanism in general. Yet most research focuses on later
manifestations of urbanism in Mesoamerica, thereby
perpetuating the fallacy that Mesoamerican cities
developed relatively late in comparison to urban centers
in the rest of the world. This volume presents new data,
case studies, and models for approaching the subject of
early Mesoamerican cities. It demonstrates how the study
of urbanism in Mesoamerica, and all ancient
civilizations, is entering a new and dynamic phase of
scholarship.
Figurines Jaś Elsner 2020-10-22 As touchable objects,
figurines have potential for a potent agency in relation
to those who use them. This volume considers the
figurine as a key conceptual and material problematic in
the art history of antiquity through comparative
juxtaposition and deep art-historical engagement with
Chinese, pre-Columbian Mesoamerican, and Greco-Roman
cultures.
Historical Dictionary of Ancient Mesoamerica Joel W.
Palka 2000 "This historical dictionary covers some of
the major discoveries of the diverse investigations that
have taken place throughout ancient Mesoamerican over
the last 100 years."--Preface.
Ancient Teotihuacan George L. Cowgill 2015-04-06 Long
before the Aztecs and 800 miles from Classic Maya
centers, Teotihuacan was part of a broad Mesoamerican
tradition but had a distinctive personality. This book
synthesizes a century of research, including recent
finds, and covers the lives of commoners as well as
elites.
Reconsidering Olmec Visual Culture Carolyn E. Tate
2012-01-18 Recently, scholars of Olmec visual culture
have identified symbols for umbilical cords, bundles,
and cave-wombs, as well as a significant number of women
portrayed on monuments and as figurines. In this
groundbreaking study, Carolyn Tate demonstrates that
these subjects were part of a major emphasis on
gestational imagery in Formative Period Mesoamerica. In
Reconsidering Olmec Visual Culture, she identifies the
presence of women, human embryos, and fetuses in
monuments and portable objects dating from 1400 to 400
BC and originating throughout much of Mesoamerica. This
highly original study sheds new light on the prominent
roles that women and gestational beings played in Early
Formative societies, revealing female shamanic
practices, the generative concepts that motivated
caching and bundling, and the expression of feminine
knowledge in the 260-day cycle and related divinatory
and ritual activities. Reconsidering Olmec Visual
Culture is the first study that situates the unique
hollow babies of Formative Mesoamerica within the
mesoamerican-architecture-as-a-cultural-symbol

context of prominent females and the prevalent imagery
of gestation and birth. It is also the first major art
historical study of La Venta and the first to identify
Mesoamerica's earliest creation narrative. It provides a
more nuanced understanding of how later societies,
including Teotihuacan and West Mexico, as well as the
Maya, either rejected certain Formative Period visual
forms, rituals, social roles, and concepts or adopted
and transformed them into the enduring themes of
Mesoamerican symbol systems.
Landscape And Power In Ancient Mesoamerica Rex Koontz
2018-02-23 From the early cities in the second
millennium BC to the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan on
the eve of the Spanish conquest, Ancient Mesoamericans
created landscapes full of meaning and power in the
center of their urban spaces. The sixteenth century
description of Tenochtitlan by Bernal Diaz del Castillo
and the archaeological remnants of Teotihuacan attest to
the power and centrality of these urban configurations
in Ancient Mesoamerican history. In Landscape and Power
in Ancient Mesoamerica, Rex Koontz, Kathryn ReeseTaylor, and Annabeth Headrick explore the cultural logic
that structured and generated these centers.Through case
studies of specific urban spaces and their meanings, the
authors examine the general principles by which the
Ancient Mesoamericans created meaningful urban space. In
a profoundly interdisciplinary exchange involving both
archaeologists and art historians, this volume connects
the symbolism of those landscapes, the performances that
activated this symbolism, and the cultural poetics of
these ensembles.
Pre-Columbian Landscapes of Creation and Origin John
Staller 2008-03-12 Pre-Columbian Andean and Mesoamerican
cultures have inspired a special fascination among
historians, anthropologists, archaeologists, as well as
the general public. As two of the earliest known and
studied civilizations, their origin and creation
mythologies hold a special interest. The existing and
Pre-Columbian cultures from these regions are
particularly known for having a strong connection with
the natural landscape, and weaving it into their
mythologies. A landscape approach to archaeology in
these areas is uniquely useful shedding insight into
their cultural beliefs, practices, and values. The ways
in which these cultures imbued their landscape with
symbolic significance influenced the settlement of the
population, the construction of monuments, as well as
their rituals and practices. This edited volume combines
research on Pre-Columbian cultures throughout
Mesoamerica and South America, examining their
constructed monuments and ritual practices. It explores
the foundations of these cultures, through both the
creation mythologies of ancient societies as well as the
tangible results of those beliefs. It offers insight on
specific case studies, combining evidence from the
archaeological record with sacred texts and
ethnohistoric accounts. The patterns developed
throughout this work shed insight on the effect that
perceived sacredness can have on the development of
culture and society. This comprehensive and much-needed
work will be of interest to archaeologists and
anthropologists focused on Pre-Columbian studies, as
well as those in the fields of cultural or religious
studies with a broader geographic focus.
Twin Tollans Cynthia Kristan-Graham 2007 This volume had
its beginnings in the two-day colloquium, "Rethinking
Chichén Itzá, Tula and Tollan," that was held at
Dumbarton Oaks. The selected essays revisit longstanding questions regarding the nature of the
relationship between Chichen Itza and Tula. Rather than
approaching these questions through the notions of
migrations and conquests, these essays place the cities
in the context of the emerging social, political, and
economic relationships that took shape during the
transition from the Epiclassic period in Central Mexico,
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the Terminal Classic period in the Maya region, and the
succeeding Early Postclassic period.
Stone Trees Transplanted? Central Mexican Stelae of the
Epiclassic and Early Postclassic and the Question of
Maya ‘Influence’ Keith Jordan 2014-10-10 Stelae dating
to the Epiclassic and Early Postclassic from Tula,
Xochicalco, and other sites in Central Mexico have been
cited as evidence of Classic Maya `influence' on Central
Mexican art during these periods. This book re-evaluates
these claims via detailed comparative analysis of the
Central Mexican stelae and their claimed Maya
counterparts.
Gender and Power in Prehispanic Mesoamerica Rosemary A.
Joyce 2009-06-23 Gender was a fluid potential, not a
fixed category, before the Spaniards came to
Mesoamerica. Childhood training and ritual shaped, but
did not set, adult gender, which could encompass third
genders and alternative sexualities as well as "male"
and "female." At the height of the Classic period, Maya
rulers presented themselves as embodying the entire
range of gender possibilities, from male through female,
by wearing blended costumes and playing male and female
roles in state ceremonies. This landmark book offers the
first comprehensive description and analysis of gender
and power relations in prehispanic Mesoamerica from the
Formative Period Olmec world (ca. 1500-500 BC) through
the Postclassic Maya and Aztec societies of the
sixteenth century AD. Using approaches from contemporary
gender theory, Rosemary Joyce explores how Mesoamericans
created human images to represent idealized notions of
what it meant to be male and female and to depict proper
gender roles. She then juxtaposes these images with
archaeological evidence from burials, house sites, and
body ornaments, which reveals that real gender roles
were more fluid and variable than the stereotyped images
suggest.
Mesoamerican Architecture as a Cultural Symbol Jeff Karl
Kowalski 1999 This book considers the ways in which the
built environment in Mesoamerica functioned as a carrier
of cultural meanings. Ancient Mesoamerica - making up
much of present-day Mexico, Guatemala, and Belize, along
with parts of Honduras and El Salvador - witnessed the
development of many regional cultures and the
concentration of peoples in architectural centers such
as La Venta, Monte Alban, Teotihuacan, Mitla, Tula, El
Tajin, Tenochtitlan, Copan, Uxmal, Chichen Itza, and
Tulum.
Interregional Interaction in Ancient Mesoamerica Joshua
Englehardt 2019-05-27 Interregional Interaction in
Ancient Mesoamerica explores the role of interregional
interaction in the dynamic sociocultural processes that
shaped the pre-Columbian societies of Mesoamerica.
Interdisciplinary contributions from leading scholars
investigate linguistic exchange and borrowing, scribal
practices, settlement patterns, ceramics, iconography,
and trade systems, presenting a variety of case studies
drawn from multiple spatial, temporal, and cultural
contexts within Mesoamerica. Archaeologists have long
recognized the crucial role of interregional interaction
in the development and cultural dynamics of ancient
societies, particularly in terms of the evolution of
sociocultural complexity and economic systems. Recent
research has further expanded the archaeological, art
historical, ethnographic, and epigraphic records in
Mesoamerica, permitting a critical reassessment of the
complex relationship between interaction and cultural
dynamics. This volume builds on and amplifies earlier
research to examine sociocultural phenomena—including
movement, migration, symbolic exchange, and material
interaction—in their role as catalysts for variability
in cultural systems. Interregional cultural exchange in
pre-Columbian Mesoamerica played a key role in the
creation of systems of shared ideologies, the production
of regional or “international” artistic and
architectural styles, shifting sociopolitical patterns,
mesoamerican-architecture-as-a-cultural-symbol

and changes in cultural practices and meanings.
Interregional Interaction in Ancient Mesoamerica
highlights, engages with, and provokes questions
pertinent to understanding the complex relationship
between interaction, sociocultural processes, and
cultural innovation and change in the ancient societies
and cultural histories of Mesoamerica and will be of
interest to archaeologists, linguists, and art
historians. Contributors: Philip J. Arnold III, Lourdes
Budar, José Luis Punzo Diaz, Gary Feinman, David
Freidel, Elizabeth Jiménez Garcia, Guy David Hepp, Kerry
M. Hull, Timothy J. Knab, Charles L. F. Knight, Blanca
E. Maldonado, Joyce Marcus, Jesper Nielsen, John M. D.
Pohl, Iván Rivera, D. Bryan Schaeffer, Niklas Schulze
The Huasteca Katherine A. Faust 2015-04-09 The Huasteca,
a region on the northern Gulf Coast of Mexico, was for
centuries a pre-Columbian crossroads for peoples,
cultures, arts, and trade. Its multiethnic inhabitants
influenced, and were influenced by, surrounding regions,
ferrying unique artistic styles, languages, and other
cultural elements to neighboring areas and beyond. In
The Huasteca: Culture, History, and Interregional
Exchange, a range of authorities on art, history,
archaeology, and cultural anthropology bring longoverdue attention to the region’s rich contributions to
the pre-Columbian world. They also assess how the
Huasteca fared from colonial times to the present. The
authors call critical, even urgent attention to a region
highly significant to Mesoamerican history but long
neglected by scholars. Editors Katherine A. Faust and
Kim N. Richter put the plight and the importance of the
Huasteca into historical and cultural context. They
address challenges to study of the region, ranging from
confusion about the term “Huasteca” (a legacy of the
Aztec conquest in the late fifteenth century) to
present-day misconceptions about the region’s role in
pre-Columbian history. Many of the contributions
included here consider the Huasteca’s interactions with
other regions, particularly the American Southeast and
the southern Gulf Coast of Mexico. Pre-Columbian Huastec
inhabitants, for example, wore trapezoid-shaped shell
ornaments unique in Mesoamerica but similar to those
found along the Mississippi River. With extensive
examples drawn from archaeological evidence, and
supported by nearly 200 images, the contributors explore
the Huasteca as a junction where art, material culture,
customs, ritual practices, and languages were exchanged.
While most of the essays focus on pre-Columbian periods,
a few address the early colonial period and contemporary
agricultural and religious practices. Together, these
essays illuminate the Huasteca’s significant legacy and
the cross-cultural connections that still resonate in
the region today.
The Place of Stone Monuments Julia Guernsey 2010 This
volume considers the significance of stone monuments in
Preclassic Mesoamerica. By placing sculptures in their
cultural, historical, social, political, religious, and
cognitive contexts, the seventeen contributors utilize
archaeological and art historical methods to understand
the origins, growth, and spread of civilization in
Middle America.
Heart of Creation Andrea Stone 2002-05-02 This
accessible, state-of-the-art review of Mayan
hieroglyphics and cosmology also serves as a tribute to
one of the field's most noted pioneers. The core of this
book focuses on the current study of Mayan hieroglyphics
as inspired by the recently deceased Mayanist Linda
Schele. As author or coauthor of more than 200 books or
articles on the Maya, Schele served as the chief
disseminator of knowledge to the general public about
this ancient Mesoamerican culture, similar to the way in
which Margaret Mead introduced anthropology and the
people of Borneo to the English-speaking world. Twentyfive contributors offer scholarly writings on subjects
ranging from the ritual function of public space at the
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Colonial and Republican periods. Unique among recent
works, the text brings together in a single volume
article-length regional syntheses and topical overviews
written by active scholars in the field of Mesoamerican
archaeology. The first section of the Handbook provides
an overview of recent history and trends of Mesoamerica
and articles on national archaeology programs and
practice in Central America and Mexico written by
archaeologists from these countries. These are followed
by regional syntheses organized by time period,
beginning with early hunter-gatherer societies and the
first farmers of Mesoamerica and concluding with a
discussion of the Spanish Conquest and frontiers and
peripheries of Mesoamerica. Topical and comparative
articles comprise the remainder of Handbook. They cover
important dimensions of prehispanic societies--from
ecology, economy, and environment to social and
political relations--and discuss significant
methodological contributions, such as geo-chemical
source studies, as well as new theories and diverse
theoretical perspectives. The Handbook concludes with a
section on the archaeology of the Spanish conquest and
the Colonial and Republican periods to connect the
prehispanic, proto-historic, and historic periods. This
volume will be a must-read for students and professional
archaeologists, as well as other scholars including
historians, art historians, geographers, and
ethnographers with an interest in Mesoamerica.

Olmec site and the gardens of the Great Goddess at
Teotihuacan to the understanding of Jupiter in Maya
astronomy and the meaning of the water throne of
Quirigua Zoomorph P. The workshops on Maya history and
writing that Schele conducted in Guatemala and Mexico
for the highland people, modern descendants of the Mayan
civilization, are thoroughly addressed as is the
phenomenon termed "Maya mania"—the explosive growth of
interest in Maya epigraphy, iconography, astronomy, and
cosmology that Schele stimulated. An appendix provides a
bibliography of Schele's publications and a collection
of Scheleana, written memories of "the Rabbit Woman" by
some of her colleagues and students. Of interest to
professionals as well as generalists, this collection
will stand as a marker of the state of Mayan studies at
the turn of the 21st century and as a tribute to the
remarkable personality who guided a large part of that
archaeological research for more than two decades.
Ancient Maya Arthur Demarest 2004-12-09 Ancient Maya
comes to life in this new holistic and theoretical
study.
The Oxford Handbook of Mesoamerican Archaeology Deborah
L. Nichols 2012-08-22 The Oxford Handbook of
Mesoamerican Archaeology provides a current and
comprehensive guide to the recent and on-going
archaeology of Mesoamerica. Though the emphasis is on
prehispanic societies, this Handbook also includes
coverage of important new work by archaeologists on the
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